Introduction
Thermosensitive microgel particles are of fundamental and technological interest because of their unique response to various external parameters like temperature, ionic strength, pH, and electric fields, as well as their behaviour at high concentrations due to their soft interactions, deformability, and their ability to partially interpenetrate and to host small molecular species (many aspects of microgel systems are discussed, for example, in ref. [1] [2] [3] . Microgel particles are thus foreseen to have a multitude of applications such as tunable micro-reactors, catalysts, drug-delivery vehicles, and functionalized colloids. In the present paper we focus on the response of such thermosensitive microgel particles to electric fields, which is important for their characterization and the prediction of structure formation under the action of an external electric field. We assess the possibilities of dielectric spectroscopy as a method to determine the net charge and size of microgel particles as a function of concentration, as well as the degree of association of protons to the polymer network. The advantage of dielectric spectroscopy over other methods is that the dielectric response due to polarization of mobile ions within the microgel particles is only indirectly affected by inter-particle interactions through, for example, shrinkage, pH changes, and electric fields generated by surrounding particles. Even at high concentrations, this polarization mode gives information about the state of single particles, without the direct interference of inter-particle interactions like in scattering and microscopy experiments. The electric-field induced polarization is at the origin their experimentally observed assembly into strings and several crystalline structures. [4] [5] [6] A quantitative understanding of such field-induced transitions requires a theory for the field-induced charge distribution in-and around the microgel particles, which may be validated by means of dielectric spectroscopy. Dielectric spectroscopy can also be employed, for example, to study filtration processes of microgel suspensions, which is often used for their purification and removal of solvent. Knowledge of the electric response of these particles may be employed to study the temporal evolution of concentration profiles during filtration, as proposed in ref. 7 , and may serve as an experimental technique to test models for microgel filtration. 8 As the electric polarization is highly sensitive to interpenetration, dielectric spectroscopy is a method to probe whether interpenetration occurs.
There are a limited number of experimental dielectric spectroscopy studies on dispersions of ionic microgel particles. Two dielectric relaxation modes are found in ref. 9 for various types of ionic PNIPAM microgels, which are attributed to relaxation mechanisms of the counter ions residing within the diffuse electric double layer outside the microgel matrix. Polarization due to mobile charges inside the microgel particles as a possible source for the observed dielectric relaxation has not been considered in this study. Dielectric spectroscopy has been used in ref. 10 and 11 to probe the coil-globule transition in PNIPAM microgel particles. In the swollen coiled state, dielectric spectra of the microgel particle suspensions are reported to resemble that of pure water. An additional relaxation process appears on collapse of the microgel particles to globules, which is attributed to the impermeability of the collapsed microgel for ions. This work has been extended in ref. 12 to very high frequencies, in the GHz range, where the water relaxation process within the microgel is probed. The non-Debye-Maxwell like relaxation of the water-orientational mode in the collapsed globular state is assumed to be due to hydrogen bonding of water with the polymer network, thus revealing in part the mechanism through which collapse occurs. At similar high frequencies, two relaxation processes have been observed in ref. 13 , which are attributed to the reorientation of dipoles of the PNIPAM chains at 1 MHz and of solvent molecules at 10 GHz. Various solvents have been used to assess the importance of hydrogen bonding. Experiments on spherical polyelectrolyte brushes, which behave in many respects quite differently from thermosensitive gels, reveal a pronounced dielectric response at low frequencies, in the few tens of kHz range.
14 This mode is due to polarization resulting from mobile charges within the brush, while the presence of the polymer network is held responsible for a reduced mobility of ions. In addition to microgel particles with a relatively homogeneous polymer network density, also particles with an inherently inhomogeneous network (PNIPAM/PAA SIPN microgels) have been studied by means of dielectric spectroscopy. 15 The inhomogeneous network is composed of two interpenetrating networks, one of which is micro-phase separated into small compact domains. For the homogeneous particles a single relaxation mode is reported, while two relaxation modes are found for the inhomogeneous particles.
There are no electro-kinetic theories leading to explicit expressions for the polarization of ionic microgel particles in AC electric fields, including the polarization due to mobile ions within the gel matrix. The potential distribution and electrophoretic mobility of soft particles consisting of a charged polymer network and a core that is impenetrable for the ions are analyzed in detail in ref. 16 and 17 . This work is limited to a DC electric field, and is therefore not applicable for the interpretation of dielectric spectra.
There is thus quite some uncertainty about the origin of the frequency dependent electric polarization modes of ionic microgel particles at low and intermediate frequencies. It is not known yet how to extract the net charge and size of microgel particles as a function of concentration from dielectric spectroscopy data. In addition, the correction of dielectric spectra for electrode polarization is often based on empirical approaches, and renders the interpretation of spectra for low frequencies uncertain. The aim of the present paper is therefore (i) to derive expressions for the polarization due to mobile charges within the microgel particles and for the full frequency dependence of the electrode-polarization contribution to dielectric spectra, (ii) to identify the various microgel relaxation modes that contribute to experimental spectra, and (iii) to extract the net charge and size of the particles as a function of their concentration, as well as the degree of dissociation/association of protons to the gel matrix. The determination of the net charge and size, and the degree of association, are quantities that are difficult to obtain from scattering and rheology experiments at higher concentrations, as inter-particle interactions have a strong effect on such experimental data. The polarization of mobile charges within the microgel particles, on the contrary, is only weakly affected by inter-particle interactions to within linear response to the external electric field. This paper is structured as follows. A theory concerning the contribution of electrode polarization to experimental dielectric spectra is developed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the polarization of microgel particles: a theory for the polarization due to mobile charges within the microgel matrix is given in Section 3.1, while the polarization of the electric double layer outside the microgel is discussed in Section 3.2 on the basis of a cell model, that accounts for the concentration dependent Debye length and the particle size and charge. The synthesis and characterization of the PNIPAM particles, as well as the dielectric spectroscopy equipment are introduced in Section 4. Experimental dielectric spectra at various microgel particle concentrations are presented in Section 5. The spectra are corrected for electrode polarization on the basis of the theory as developed in Section 2, while the remaining modes arising from the microgel particles are interpreted on the basis of the theories discussed in Section 3. The concentration dependence of the net charge and size of the microgel particles is extracted from the experiments, using the theories for electrode polarization and for the amplitude and characteristic frequency of the mode corresponding to polarization due to mobile charges within the microgel.
Electrode polarization
The apparent dielectric constant of the medium in which the microgel colloids are embedded (water plus possibly added ions) as measured by dielectric spectroscopy is relatively large at low frequencies due to the formation of electric double layers at the electrodes, even for the low ionic strength and the relatively large gap width of the dielectric cell. The apparent storagepermittivity diverges at zero frequency, as the charge that is applied to the electrodes by external means is fully compensated b yt h ee l e c t r i cd o u b l el a y e r s .A sar e s u l to ft h i sc h a r g ec o m p e n s ation, the electric field strength for a DC experiment within the bulk of the medium, away from the double layers, is zero. The frequency dependent formation of double layers near the electrodes is commonly referred to ''electrode polarization'' (although ''electrode de-polarization'' would possibly be more accurate), or some times as ''Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars interfacial polarization''. Dielectric measurements on suspensions of charged colloids are obviously affected by electrode polarization, and must be corrected to obtain reliable data corresponding to the polarization of the colloids themselves. There is a long history of attempts to describe the frequency dependence of the apparent dielectric constant as probed by dielectric spectroscopy due to electrode polarization (or more generally, ''... the AC behaviour of solid or liquid materials containing charge carriers which can move freely within the material but can not leave it through the electrodes'' 18 ). Historical overviews can be found, for example, in ref. 19 and 20 (see their Section 2.1). The first attempts to describe electrode polarization (as well as developing theories for conductivity of semi-conductors) date back more than a century ago with the work of, for example, Wien, 21 Warburg, 22 there are no explicit, real-valued expressions reported for the apparent loss-and storage-permittivities for arbitrary frequencies, which would allow a straightforward correction for electrode polarization. As will be seen later, it is essential to correct experimental data for the low ionic strengths used in the present study also for frequencies of the order of, and higher than Dk 2 . This requires expressions for the apparent dielectric constant that are valid also for higher frequencies than Dk 2 .
An empirical electrode-polarization correction method that is sometimes used, is to fit the lower frequency contribution to experimental dielectric spectra to a form Ao Àa , where o is the frequency, and A and a are fitting parameters (see, for example, ref. 29 and 30) . Extensive discussions of this empirical method can be found in ref. 31 and 32. Here we wish not to rely on an empirical approach for the description of electrode polarization, but will derive explicit expressions for the full frequency dependence from standard electro-kinetic equations.
In this section we discuss a theory for electrode polarization, based on the same standard electro-kinetic equations considered in the above mentioned recent literature, and assuming ideal electrodes which are accounted for by a no-flux boundary condition. Explicit expressions are derived for the apparent dielectric constants resulting from electrode polarization for arbitrary frequencies, which are compared to earlier reported expressions in the literature mentioned above. Furthermore, the theory is tested in Appendix C by measurements of the apparent dielectric constant of salt solutions at various concentrations, similar to what has been done in ref. 20, 24 and 26. Consider a monovalent 1-1 salt solution confined between two flat electrodes which are separated by a distance L.A spatially homogeneous alternating electric field E ext = E 0 cos{ot} in the z-direction is applied from the outside to the electrodes, where E 0 is the field amplitude and o the angular frequency. Within the overdamped limit, where the contribution of inertial forces can be neglected, the velocity of a uni-valent positively charged ion is equal to v + = F/x where F is the total (non-inertial) forceontheionandx is the friction coefficient of the (solvated) ion with the surrounding solvent. The force along the z-direction on a positive ion consists of two parts, (i) the electric force ÀeqF/qz,with e 4 0 the elementary charge and F the total potential, including the potential set up by the spatial distribution of ions and the field due to the externally applied charge to the electrodes, and (ii) the Brownian force Àk B Tq ln r + /qz, with k B Boltzmann's constant, T the temperature, and r + the number concentration of positive ions. This leads to the well-known equation for the ion flux j + = r + v + ,
where D = k B T/x is the diffusion coefficient, and b =1 / k B T. The equation of motion for r + thus reads,
Note that electro-osmotic flow is absent for the two-plate geometry under consideration, so that a convective contribution to the flux need not be considered. To within linear response and within the Debye-Hückel approach, we have r + rF E crF,w h e r ec is the neutral salt concentration outside the double layers, away from t h ee l e c t r o d e s .T h el o c a lc h a r g ed e n s i t yr is equal to er + À er À , with r À the number density of negative ions. Assuming not too different values for the diffusion coefficients of the negative and positive ions, so that a common average diffusion coefficient can be employed, the combination of eqn (1) with the analogous equation for r À leads to the following equation of motion for the charge density,
With the Poisson equation,
where e s is the dielectric constant of the solvent (pure water in our case), it follows that,
with,
the inverse Debye length. This equation of motion has been put forward for the first time in the early developments of polyelectrolyte theory 33 and to describe the frequency dependence of the capacity of a diffuse double layer. 34 The boundary conditions to the equations of motion (2) and (3) are,
with L the distance between the electrodes. Note that z =0 is chosen to be at the mid plane between the two electrodes.
The first boundary condition ensures that there are no ionfluxes through the electrodes, while the second boundary condition expresses that a voltage ÀE 0 L cos{ot} is imposed to the electrodes. The set of eqn (2)- (5) is solved in Appendix A, which leads to explicit expressions for the measured, apparent dielectric constants e med 0 = e s + e ep 0 and e med 00 = e ep 00 for a medium consisting of a pure solvent with dielectric constant e s and the electrodepolarization contributions e ep due to the presence of the 1-1 ions. For kL c 1, the additive contributions due to electrode polarization are found to be equal to,
The two dimensionless frequencies L and O are defined as,
Notice that e ep 0 does not diverge at zero frequency as it should. As discussed in ref. 20 (and in Appendix A), this is due to failure of the linearized electro-kinetic theory at small frequencies. For such lower frequencies, an increasing external charge must be applied to the electrodes in order to keep the potential fixed, as more polarization charges compensate the external charge. At some point the externally applied charge is so large that linearization of the electro-kinetic equations is no longer valid. The above expressions for the dielectric constants can therefore only be used for sufficiently large frequencies, where electrode polarization is not too strong. Typically, the difference of the potential at the electrodes and the potential just outside the double layer that forms at the electrodes should be less than about 50 mV. As we will see in the experimental Section 5.2, the failure of the linearized theory prohibits the determination of the spectral amplitude corresponding to the polarization due to charges within the microgel at high volume fractions.
In case L { 1 (that is, o { Dk 2 ), the above results for the dielectric constants reduce to,
These asymptotic forms for low frequencies agree with those in eqn (29) and (30) 
The expression (9) for the loss-permittivity also agrees with that found in eqn (48) In the analysis of experimental dielectric data on suspensions of charged colloids, the dimensionless frequency L is not always small, so that the full expressions in eqn (6) must be used. These expressions have not been reported explicitly in literature before. Limiting expressions for the dielectric constant for small values of L are also derived in ref. 26 , accounting in addition for the difference in the diffusion coefficients of both ion species. As shown in ref. 20 , experiments on salt solutions with ion species with significantly different diffusion coefficients can be accurately described by the theory for frequencies for which L { 1 when a ''mean diffusion coefficient'' is introduced.
Electrode polarization is affected by the presence of microgel particles, which enhances the ion concentrations stemming from their counterions. Section 5.1 quantifies these additional contributions to electrode polarization, which results in a method to obtain the net charge of the colloids. Electrode polarization is thus turned into a benefit for the characterization of microgel particles, instead of a phenomenon that is just an inconvenience that interferes with the determination of the dielectric properties of colloidal particles.
The polarizability of microgel particles
In the theory presented below we neglect the field-induced exchange of ions between the microgel and the surrounding solution. This is a reasonable approximation when there is a strong association of the mobile ions (H + -ions in our case) to the PNIPAM polymer backbone and/or when there is a considerable degree of Manning ion-condensation, although some leakage of ions will still occur.
To within linear response to the external field, and with the neglect of leakage, the induced dipole moment is a linear superposition of the polarization resulting from motion of charges within the microgel particles, and those residing within the double layer outside the microgel. Analytical expressions for the contribution to the dielectric constant due to polarization stemming from the mobile ions within the microgel particle are derived in Section 3.1. Since there are no analytical results for the frequency dependent polarization of electric double layers, we use an existing cell model which describes, within a semiquantitative accuracy, the polarization of possibly overlapping diffuse double layers at higher concentrations of microgel particles. This cell model will be discussed in Section 3.2.
Polarization due to charges within the microgel particle
The same electro-kinetic equations as used for the analysis of electrode polarization can be employed to describe the polarization of ions that are confined within the microgel particle. The description given below is coarse grained over distances of the order of the mesh-size of the microgel polymer network. The charge density, for example, is the average charge density within a volume element that contains many meshes of the polymer network. The inhomogeneous polymer density within a microgel particle can, in first approximation, be described through a core-shell structure, where the core is impenetrable for ions. 35 Extending the calculations given below to include such a core, however, shows that the effect of the core on polarization is negligible, even for core diameters up to about 50% of the diameter of the microgel particle. We will therefore limit the discussion below to a quasi-homogeneous polymer network, which considerably simplifies the mathematics.
Since the polarization of a microgel particle requires displacements of H + -ions over distances of the order of many meshsizes, ion transport is captured by a single, long-time diffusion coefficient that describes the motion of ions from one mesh to another. This diffusion coefficient involves the integration of complicated transport processes on very small length scales, like the parallel and perpendicular diffusion of an ion in the vicinity of a polymer strand, and the motion of an ion in the vicinity of a charge on the polymer backbone. Expressing the mesh-to-mesh diffusion coefficient in terms of these microscopic processes is a highly non-trivial problem in itself, which is beyond the scope of the present paper. Let r gel denote the number density of charges covalently bounded to the polymer backbone, within the same coarsegrained description as mentioned above. Note that Àer gel is the bare backbone charge density upon full dissociation, that is, it includes all negative charges on the backbone, irrespective of the degree of H + -bonding to the PNIPAM network. The above discussed approximation of a quasi-homogeneous network amounts to the neglect of r 2 r gel against r 2 r + , with r + the coarse-grained number density of H + -ions, including ions that are dissociated from the network and those that are associated. It is thus assumed that the inhomogeneity of the charge distribution of the mobile ions due to polarization is much more pronounced than the inhomogeneity of the fully charged polymer b a c k b o n e .S u c ha na p p r o x i m a t i o nc a nn o tb em a d ef o rs t a r -l i k e polymer brushes, which are inherently inhomogeneous both in polymer density and charge distribution. 36 The theory presented below can, however, be extended to deal also with strongly inhomogeneous network densities (like those described in ref. 9 ). An analytical treatment is probably not feasible for these cases, so that polarizabilities have to be evaluated numerically, which has not been pursued so far. The electric fields experienced by mobile ions within a microgel particle due to the surrounding particles (in the absence of the external field) may have an effect on the internal charge distribution within the gel matrix of a given particle. Since the Debye length (certainly at higher concentrations) is smaller than the radius of the microgel particles, and each particle is on average symmetrically surrounded by neighboring particles, the electric potential of the neighboring particles will be a smooth function of position within the main part of the microgel matrix. We will therefore neglect here the possibility of an inhomogeneous charge distribution resulting from inter-particle interactions. Taking such inter-particle polarization effects into account would certainly require a numerical approach.
A principle difference with the mathematical framework to describe electrode polarization is that on the right hand-side of eqn (3) there is now an additional convective contribution ÀrÁ(v s r + ) to the flux of H + -ions, where v s is the local electroosmotic flow velocity (the index ''s'' stands for solvent). However, to within linear response to the external electric field and for the homogeneous polymer network under consideration, bi-linear products of r, C, v s , and E 0 can be neglected, as all these variables are linear in the external-field amplitude (where r is the charge density, C is the potential that arises from the polarization charges, and E 0 is the amplitude of the external field). The convective contribution is such a bi-linear product. For the description of polarization of the double layer outside the microgel particle, the convective contribution can not be neglected, as the charge distribution within the double layer is inhomogeneous also without the external electric field. This renders the convective contribution within the diffuse double layer of first order in the external field strength. In that case the electro-kinetic equations couple to the Navier-Stokes equation that describes the solvent flow. Such a coupling is absent for the polarization resulting from mobile ions inside a homogeneous microgel, which renders an analytical treatment feasible. A second difference as compared to the electrodepolarization problem is that the immobile microgel backbone is charged, and thus contributes to the total charge density. The total charge density is now equal to,
where, as before, r gel is the number concentration of the immobile negative charges on the network when all H + -ions are dissociated from the polymer backbone, which thus corresponds to the titration charge of the microgel particles, while r + is the H + -ion number concentration including those ions that are temporarily associated to the network. The temporarily bound protons are on average mobile, but with a reduced mobility depending on the fraction of the time the protons spend in the associated and dissociated states.
Since within the Debye-Hückel approximation and within linear response, bi-linear products of r, C, E 0 , and v s can be neglected in the electro-kinetic equation for r + , and assuming that |r 2 r + | c |r 2 r gel |, as discussed above, we are thus lead to the same electro-kinetic eqn (2) and (3) for the charge density (10) as for electrode polarization, but now in three dimensions,
where, similar to eqn (4) (except for a factor of 2 within the square root, since only one of the charged components is now mobile),
with c in the uniform number concentration of protons in the absence of the external field, including the dissociated and temporarily associated protons: k in À1 will be referred to as the ''bare inner-screening length''. Furthermore, D + is the diffusion coefficient of H + -ions within the microgel matrix, again averaged over many meshes of the polymer network. This diffusion coefficient is proportional to the fraction of time that an ion spends in solution. When the ion is associated to the network its diffusion coefficient is temporarily zero, while when it is in a dissociated state its diffusion coefficient is approximately equal to that of a freely diffusing ion. The diffusion coefficient is thus approximately equal to the fraction of time it spends in the dissociated state multiplied by the free diffusion coefficient. As will be seen in the experimental section, there is a considerable reduction of D + as compared to the free diffusion coefficient of a proton in water due to a strong association of H + -ions to the polymer backbone. This justifies a no-flux boundary condition at the periphery of the microgel particle, (13) where C is the potential due to polarization charges, qV gel is the spherical boundary of the microgel particle, and n is the unit normal vector to the boundary. Note that c in is equal to the titration charge (the charge of the polymer backbone upon full dissociation of H + -ions) of a single microgel particle divided by its volume. As will be seen later, there is a large fraction of protons that is temporarily associated to the polymer backbone. The true Debye length within the gel matrix is therefore much larger than the bare inner-screening length, as will be discussed in Section 5.2. The above electro-kinetic equations can be solved analytically (see Appendix B), leading to the following expressions for the additive increase of the dielectric constants due to polarization of the inner part of the microgel particles (the index ''in'' stands for ''inside''),
where j gel =( 4 p/3)c gel a g 3 is the volume fraction of microgel particles (with c gel the number concentration of microgel particles, and a g their radius), and where the characteristic frequency is equal to,
The characteristic frequency is the frequency beyond which the polarization diminishes due to the finite mobility of the ions.
As will be seen in the experimental section, this expression for the characteristic frequency allows for the determination of the particle radius as a function of concentration, through the change of the concentration c in with the size-change of the particles.
The same electro-kinetic equations used above can also be employed to describe the dielectric response of highly inhomogeneous networks (like the PNIPAM/PAA SIPN microgels 15 ), and possibly include a boundary condition that allows for exchange of ions between the gel matrix and the solution. This can most probably only be done numerically.
Polarization of the diffuse double layer outside the microgel particle
For an isolated charged colloidal particle, three types of polarizationrelaxation mechanisms related to the response of the electric double layer can be distinguished: (i) The first relaxation process is due to accumulation of ions on either side of the impenetrable colloidal core, as a result of ion fluxes induced by the electric field. When such field-induced ionic charges are mainly due to normal fluxes from the electrolyte solution to the surface, the dipole points in the opposite direction of the external electric field. This is in particular the case for uncharged colloids in a salt solution. 37, 38 On the contrary, if ion fluxes that are tangential to the colloidal surface are dominant, the induced dipole points in the same direction as the external electric field. 39, 40 The corresponding relaxation mechanism is commonly referred to as ''concentration polarization'', ''a-relaxation'', or ''volume diffusion''. The characteristic frequencies for this mode can be estimated as follows. 41, 42 The relaxation of the dipole moment requires ions to diffuse from one side of the core to the other side, which corresponds to a distance pa g , where a g is the radius of a particle. The time required to diffuse over that distance is (pa g ) 2 /D, where, as before, D is the ion-diffusion coefficient. The corresponding characteristic frequency o 0,cp =2 p/t is thus of the order,
(ii) The remaining double-layer polarization mechanism is simply the electric-field induced distortion of the charge distribution within the double layer, other than that caused by concentration polarization. This includes double-layer deformation due to the electrophoretic motion of the colloid. 43 The ions are now locally, on each side of the colloid, displaced over distances comparable to the Debye length. The corresponding relaxation frequency for this ''ion-migration relaxation process'' is thus of the order,
where ''im'' stands for ''ion migration''.
(iii) A third mechanism that is generally present is due to motion of charges along the surface of the colloid in case there is a mismatch in conductivity of the pure solvent (without ions) and the colloidal core. This so-called Maxwell-Wagner polarization 44 does not play a role for the microgel particles. For very thin double layers, the above polarization mechanisms (i) and (ii) can be lumped into an effective surface conductivity. The resulting single relaxation mode is commonly referred to as the Maxwell-Wagner-O'Konski relaxation mode. 45 An overview of the various polarization mechanisms for solid particles, as well as an introduction to dielectric spectroscopy, can be found in ref. 46 .
Some of the experiments are performed at concentrations where the diffuse double layers overlap. We employ a cell model to describe their polarization. A cell model is developed in ref. 36 for a star-like polymer brush, and in ref. 47 for soft particles consisting of a core, impenetrable for ions, and a polymer shell. The latter of these cell models is relevant for the present work. It is found in ref. 47 that the numerical values for the dielectric response of soft and solid particles with the same charge (within the polymer network and on the particle surface, respectively) are typically a factor of two different, depending on the hydrodynamic penetration depth of the polymer network (the parameter 1/l in ref. 47) , which for PNIPAM networks is typically in the nanometer range. 17 These differences apply to small values of the dielectric constant of the core-material of the particles, typically 2-5e 0 , embedded in water (with a dielectric constant equal to 78e 0 ). Since the microgel particles contain a considerable fraction of water, the dielectric constant of their core material is much larger than such low values. For such much larger values of the dielectric constant of the core material, the difference in dielectric response between soft and solid particles is much less than the typical factor of two mentioned above. Furthermore, cell models are semiquantitative (see, for example, ref. 48) . It is therefore reasonable to use a cell model for solid particles to qualitatively describe the behaviour of soft particles. Such cell-model calculations are sufficiently discriminate to conclude that one of the experimentally found relaxation modes is due to the polarization of the diffuse double layer. Our theoretical calculations are based on the cell model presented in ref. 49 . In this approach, a representative spherical cell of radius b containing one spherical colloidal particle of radius a in its center is considered instead of the whole system. The cell radius b is such that the particle/cell volume ratio is equal to the particle volume fraction of the suspension, that is, j gel =(a/b) 3 . The standard boundary conditions at the particle's surface impose continuity of the electric potential, the discontinuity of the normal component of the electric field strength due to the surface-charge density (the dielectric constants of the solvent and the particle are taken equal, as discussed above), impenetrability of ions to the solid surface, and non-slip for the fluid flow. Hydrodynamic and electrical interactions between particles are modeled through boundary conditions at the cell outer boundary. On the outer surface of the cell, we use Kuwabara and Shilov-Zharkikh-Borkovskaya boundary conditions. The Kuwabara boundary condition 50 for the fluid flow states that the radial component of the flow velocity v at the cell boundary is equal, but opposite in sign, to that of the electrophoretic velocity v e of the particle (with n the unit normal to the cell boundary),
while the fluid flow is free of vorticity at the outer cell boundary,
The Shilov-Zharkikh-Borkovskaya boundary conditions 51 state that the difference between the equilibrium electric potential C 0 , without the external field, and the out-of-equilibrium potential is equal to the radial component of the macroscopic electric field hEi at the outer cell boundary,
while the ionic concentration n i of species i is not affected by the external field at the cell boundary, n i (r,t) |r=b = n 0,i (r,t) |r=b , with n 0,i the concentration in the absence of the external field.
More details on this cell model can be found in ref. 49 and 52. Recently, the present cell model has been used to describe dielectric spectroscopy measurements of concentrated colloidal suspensions of polystyrene latex beads suspended in KCl solutions. 48 The same cell model is discussed in ref. 53 for a DC electric field. The accuracy of cell-model predictions is rather limited, especially at very high volume fractions. For the small net charge of the microgel particles and a Debye length of pure water, the above cell model predicts a single relaxation process corresponding to the double-layer polarization for all concentrations of microgel particles, to within numerical accuracy. The characteristic frequency of this mode complies with the frequency in eqn (16) for the concentrationpolarization mode. The amplitude for the storage-permittivity is obtained as the difference between the zero-frequency and highfrequency values of the real part of the dielectric constant, while the characteristic frequency is obtained from the maximum slope of the dielectric constant as a function of frequency.
Particle synthesis and methods
Here we describe the synthesis and characterization of the ionic microgel particles, and the dielectric spectroscopy equipment.
Synthesis and characterization of the PNIPAM-co-AA [poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid)] microgel particles
Negatively charged PNIPAM particles were synthesised by freeradical precipitation polymerization of 1.43 g re-crystallized N-isopropylacrylamide, NIPAM, where the remaining components in the reaction mixture in a round-bottom flask consist of 0.003 g sodium dodecyl sulfate as a pre-cursor stabiliser, 0.113 g of the cross-linker N,N 0 -methylenebis(acrylamide), 0.002 g polyfluor 570 methacryloxyethyl thiocarbonyl rhodamine B that was pre-dissolved in 10 ml water, and 0.08 g acrylic acid (99.5%) also pre-dissolved in 10 ml water. The reaction mixture was bubbled with argon for 20 min and thereafter kept under an argon atmosphere for the remaining time of the procedure. The reaction mixture was heated to 70 1C and 0.036 g potassium persulfate pre-dissolved in 5 g water was added to initiate the reaction. After four hours the reaction mixture was removed from the heater and left to cool down over night under constant stirring. The mixture was filtered and the particles were further cleaned by repeated centrifugation and redispersion steps. The purified particle solution was freeze dried in order to prepare samples with a well-controlled weight fraction of particles.
The hydrodynamic radius and the size polydispersity were determined by a first order cumulant analysis of dynamic light scattering (DLS) correlation functions using a modulated 3D cross-correlated instrument at a wavelength of 660 nm (LS Instruments, Switzerland). Measurements were performed at 20 1C over an angular range of 301 r y r 401. The thus obtained hydrodynamic radius is equal to (578 AE 15) nm, with a size polydispersity as obtained from static light scattering of 7%. The a hydrodynamic radius is an intensity-weighted radius. The number-averaged radius that corresponds to this radius and polydispersity is (546 AE 15) nm.
The standard Zimm-plot procedure to obtain the molecular weight turned out to be quite inaccurate due to the large size of the microgel particles. Instead, an accurate value for the molecular weight can be obtained from confocal microscopy, by counting the number of particles within a given volume. In the confocal microscopy experiments, the number density of particles was obtained from the number of particles found in an analyzed volume using a Leica DMI6000 with a SP5 tandem scanner in the resonant mode (Leica, Germany) at an excitation wavelength of 543 nm. This was done for weight concentrations of 4.4 and 5.5 wt%. The molecular weight is found from measurements within five different regions to be equal to 2.20 Â 10 10 and 2.11 Â 10 10 g mol
À1
, respectively, with an estimated error of 7%. A quite accurate value of (2.16 AE 0.10) Â 10 10 g mol À1 for the molecular weight is thus obtained from microscopy. This molecular weight will be used to calculate number concentrations from concentrations in wt%.
The total bare charge of the particles was determined using conductometric titration (Probe Drum, Sweden, conductivity probe from Radiometer analytical, France), where 0.1 wt% particle solutions were fully de-protonated by addition of NaOH. The conductivity was thereafter monitored as a function of well-controlled additions of 0.1 M HCl. The obtained curves showed three distinct regions. 54, 55 First, a drop in conductivity due to the neutralization of excess NaOH. Second, the protonation of particle charges is manifested by an almost constant conductivity. Third, a linear rise in conductivity caused by the excess of HCl. The three distinct regions allow to determine the amount of HCl needed to neutralize the charges on the particles. The total charge per particle was thereafter calculated based on the number of particles in the titrated sample volume, using the molecular weight as determined from the number density obtained directly with confocal microscopy together with the number of protons present in the specific volume of HCl needed to neutralize all particle charges in the titrated sample volume. The total number of negatively charged groups on the PNIPAM network of a single microgel particle was accordingly determined to be (2.
. This is the negative charge that a particle would obtain when it is fully de-protonated.
Dielectric spectroscopy measurements
A Novocontrol high-resolution dielectric analyzer (Alpha-S) was used to determine the complex dielectric permittivity over a wide frequency range 1-10 7 Hz. The applied (root-meansquared) electric field strength is 155 V m À1 . In the setup used, for each frequency, the impedance of a reference capacitor was compared with that of a parallel plate capacitor formed by two gold-plated electrodes (11 mm diameter). The measured values for the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric permittivity were subsequently calculated from the in-phase and out-phase sample cell capacitance. Measurements are performed at a temperature of 20 1C. A fixed distance of 6.45 mm between the flat electrodes was maintained by means a Teflon cylinder of suitable size, which was filled with the liquid material under investigation. The advantage of such a relatively large gap width is that the contribution of electrode polarization to measured dielectric spectra is diminished. The drawback is that the applied electric field strength where a linearized Poisson-Boltzmann approach to describe electrode polarization becomes invalid shifts to lower values, since for a given electric field strength the applied voltage increases linearly with the gap width.
As is well-known, the experimentally measured in-phase dielectric constant (the storage-permittivity) e exp 0 and the outphase constant (the loss-permittivity) e exp 00 have a contribution from conductivity (see also Appendix A),
where
0 is constant equal to the zero-frequency conductivity s 0 , while s 00 =0 . It is important to note that the apparent dielectric constant due to electrode polarization is additive to the dielectric contributions of the particles. The total, measured dielectric constant is thus equal to,
where, as before, e s is the dielectric constant of the pure solvent (without the ions that lead to electrode polarization), e ep is the contribution from electrode polarization, and e par is the contribution from the microgel particles. For frequencies less than 10 7 Hz, and using water as the solvent, we have e s 0 =78e 0 (with e 0 the dielectric constant of vacuum) and e s 00 = 0. It would be a mistake to take the measured dielectric constant of the medium without the particles e med = e s + e ep as a multiplicative, effective solvent dielectric constant, and thus assume that e exp B e med Â e par . Dividing spectra of suspensions with the spectra of the medium (including the ions that lead to electrode polarization) gives rise to spectra with the expected leveling off of the storage-permittivity at low frequencies (as electrode polarization is dominant at these low frequencies), as well as a pronounced peak in the loss-permittivity. Spectra obtained in this way, however, have little to do with the true spectra arising from polarization of the (microgel) particles, and give rise to a quite false interpretation of experimental results.
Experimental results for the storage-permittivity
A typical experimental result for the frequency dependence of the storage-permittivity of a microgel dispersion in water is given in Fig. 1 . In all experiments discussed here, the distance between the electrodes is 6.45 mm. Such a large gap width reduces the effect of electrode polarization to an extent that a meaningful determination of the contributions of the microgel particles can be deduced. Apart from the electrode-polarization contribution, there are three relaxation processes present: the regimes I, II, and III indicated in Fig. 1 . Electrode polarization dominates in the low frequency regime IV. We therefore fitted spectra as a sum of the electrode-polarization contribution, using eqn (6)- (8) , and a sum of three Debye-Maxwell contributions of the form Ã n o 0,n 2 /(o 0,n 2 + o 2 ), with Ã n the amplitude and o 0,n the characteristic relaxation frequency of the corresponding relaxation processes n = I, II or III of the microgel particles. Since the relaxation times of the three processes are well-separated, such a fit gives reliable values for both the amplitudes and the relaxation frequencies for the three Debye-Maxwell relaxation functions. The inset in Fig. 1 shows that the relaxation spectra can not be fitted with a sum of just two Debye-Maxwell contributions.
The green curve is a least-square fit to two modes with a fixed base-line equal to that of pure water (which is 78e 0 ), while the blue curve is a fit with two modes where the base-line is a free fitting parameter. Obviously, two Debye-Maxwell contributions are not sufficient to describe the relaxation spectrum: the minimal value of the sum of squared residuals for two modes is more than ten times larger than for a fit to three modes (the red line in the inset and in the main figure) .
As discussed in the second part of Appendix C, the large conductivity of salt solutions at low concentrations, as well as the dominant electrode polarization contribution to the out-phase measured dielectric response, renders the measurement of the loss-permittivity unfeasible. We therefore restrict the discussion to measurements of the storage-permittivity.
As the microgel particles enhance the ionic strength in the vicinity of the electrodes, the Debye length is used as a fitting parameter for the electrode-polarization contribution. The solid black line through the data points in Fig. 1 represents the fit result, while the dashed line is the contribution due to electrode polarization. The solid red line in Fig. 1 is the dielectric constant corrected for electrode polarization. Note that the contribution due to electrode-polarization is important up to frequencies where the slowest microgel particle relaxation process already decays. It is thus essential to correct the data Fig. 1 A typical dielectric spectrum of a microgel particle suspension (for a concentration of 2.89 wt% and a gap width of 6.45 mm). The solid black line through the data points corresponds to the fit described in the main text, the dashed line is the contribution from electrode polarization, and the solid red line is the dielectric spectrum originating from the microgel particles. Various frequency ranges for polarization relaxation are indicated by I, II, III, and IV, of which the physical origin is depicted in the cartoons: range I = backbone polarization, range II = double-layer polarization, range III = polarization due to H + -ions inside the gel, and range IV = electrode polarization. The inset shows the result of least-square fits of the dielectric spectrum after correction for electrode polarization. The red line is a fit to three Debye-Maxwell modes (which is the same as in the main figure) . The green line is a fit to two Debye-Maxwell modes where the base-line is taken equal to that of water (78e 0 ), while for the blue line the base-line is a free fitting parameter.
for electrode polarization in order to extract meaningful results for all three relaxation processes, even for the large gap width of the dielectric sample cell that has been used. Data for several microgel particle concentrations and the corresponding fits are given in Fig. 2a . The contributions from electrode polarization are given in Fig. 2b as dashed lines, and the solid lines are the contributions from the microgel particles. The same color code is used as in Fig. 2a to label the various concentrations.
The amplitudes A =(e 0 /e s ) Â Ã and characteristic frequencies for the three Debye-Maxwell modes are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the microgel particle concentration in terms of their weight percentage. The amplitudes of all three modes vary linearly with the microgel particle concentration at sufficiently low concentrations, which shows that these modes are indeed related to the polarization of the microgel particles.
In the following subsections we discuss the electrodepolarization contributions to the measured dielectric constant and the three microgel modes separately. The relaxation mode at high frequencies is in the frequency range where uncharged polymers are polarized, while the characteristic frequency of this mode is independent of the concentration. This mode is therefore attributed to the polarization of the PNIPAM polymer backbone. The intermediate mode relaxes at frequencies that are typical for double-layer polarization, with an amplitude that is in agreement with the prediction from the cell model. This mode is therefore attributed to double-layer polarization. The microgelparticle mode at low frequencies occurs in a frequency range that is well below the relaxation frequencies of double layers, with an amplitude that is much larger than for double-layer polarization. The amplitude is in accordance with the prediction for polarization due to mobile charges within the microgel. The slow mode is thus attributed to polarization due to mobile charges within the microgel. Both the well-separated relaxation frequencies as well as the quite different values of the amplitudes thus allow the unambiguous identification of the origin of the three relaxation modes. These features will be discussed in detail for each of the modes in the following subsections. The combined results from electrode polarization and the slow mode are used to obtain the concentration dependence of the radius and the net charge of the microgel particles as a function of concentration. The same as before, now for the fast mode. Note that the amplitudes are equal to A =( e 0 /e s ) Â Ã, where Ã is the amplitude corresponding to the plots of e 0 /e 0 in Fig. 1 and 2 .
The contribution from electrode polarization
The very steep increase at low frequencies (the frequency range IV in Fig. 1 ) of the measured storage-permittivity with decreasing frequency is due to electrode polarization. The Debye length is the only fit parameter in eqn (6)-(8) for the contribution due to electrode polarization. As discussed before, the thus obtained apparent Debye length k À1 depends on the concentration of microgel particles through the corresponding increase of the ion concentration near the electrodes. The concentration dependence of k À1 is plotted in Fig. 4a . The Debye length at zero concentration is 210 AE 10 nm, which is in accordance with the calculated Debye length of 192 nm for water in atmospheric equilibrium with air (see Appendix D). It should be noted that Debye lengths that differ from those in the classic Debye-Hückel theory (where the ionic strength is given by the salt concentration outside the double layer) are introduced when describing interactions between charged colloids due to overlapping double layers.
56-60
The dependence of k À1 on the microgel particle concentration can be obtained simply by adding the number of ions that result from the addition of microgel particles to the total ionic strength. T h en u m b e ro fi o n st h a ta r ea d d e dt ot h es o l v e n tp e rm i c r o g e l particle is equal to Z =| Q|/e,w i t hQ the net charge of a microgel particle, while the available volume for the ions due to the presence of the microgel particles is reduced by a factor 1 À j gel ,wherej gel is the volume fraction of microgel particles. The ionic strength 2c in eqn (4) for the Debye length is thus increased due to the presence of the microgel particles by an amount Zc gel /(1 À j gel ), where c gel is the number concentration of microgel particles, which is obtained from the molecular weight (as determined from confocal microscopy (see 
where l B = be 2 /4pe s = 0.74 nm is the Bjerrum length.
The quantity Z/(1 À j gel ) obtained from the data in Fig. 4a is plotted in Fig. 4b . From an extrapolation of Z/(1 À j gel ) to zero concentration (see the inset in that figure), the net charge is found to be equal to Z = 390 AE 100. As can be seen from this figure, however, the net charge increases quite strongly above weight fractions of about 2-3 wt%, quite independent of the precise concentration dependence of the volume fraction j gel . The variation of the net charge with weight concentration is given in Fig. 4c , where the volume fraction dependence on the weight concentration is taken from the analysis of the polarization mode from charges inside the particles, as discussed in the next subsection. Even at these higher concentrations, however, the net charge is always very small as compared to the total number of dissociable groups (the titration charge, which was found in Section 4.1 to be equal to 2. , either from measurements of the pair-correlation function or the static structure factor, are ''effective charges'' that formally describe interactions between the microgel particles. [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] As Denton has shown, 57,62 based on linear response theory by modeling the microgel as a uniformly charged sphere that is permeable to the point-like assumed microions, the effective microgel pair-potential u(r) (with r the distance between the centers of the two particles) is given by a DLVO-Yukawa type potential of the standard form, for r 4 2a g ,
where the effective charge Z eff is related to the bare charge Z as,
In the linear response treatment by Denton, only the mobile counterions are considered, without contributions from ions inside the microgel that are Manning-condensed on the polymer backbone. For the here considered microgels, Manning condensation does not occur, as will be discussed in detail in the next subsection. The effective charge based on the Denton model is plotted in Fig. 4c (the dashed line) . At infinite dilution, the effective charge is found to be equal to 195 AE 60 elementary charges. The effective charge of 190 reported in ref. 61 is independent of the volume fraction, which, except for the largest concentration, is not larger than 0.21 (there is mistake in the calculation of the molar concentrations given in ref. 61 ; personal communication with Dr P. Holmqvist). The effective charge that we find is also reasonably constant for such low volume fractions (the volume fraction for our system at 1 wt% is about 0.15).
The low-frequency mode: polarization due to mobile ions within the microgel
The low-frequency mode in the frequency range III is due to polarization as a result of field-induced motion of ions within the microgel. As the number of H + -ions that is released on dissolving a microgel particle in water is very much smaller than the total number of dissociable protons within the microgel, the number concentration c in in eqn (12) There are three possible mechanisms that can lead to a reduction of the diffusion coefficient: hindrance of motion of the H + -ions by the polymer network, Manning-ion condensation that causes ions to move near to the polymer backbone which leads to an increased friction, and a high degree of association of H + -ions to the PNIPAM network that leads to a lower mobility as association leads to temporary immobilization. Since the mesh size of the network is estimated to be 30 nm, the reduced mobility due to the hindrance by the network for motion of the hydrated ions is expected to be moderate. 63 The fraction of condensed ions can be estimated from the molecular weight of the microgel particles and the titration charge. The molecular weight of a NIPAM monomer is 113 g mol
À1
,whilethecontr ibution to the length of the PNIPAM chain per monomer is close to 0.30 nm. From the molecular weight of the PNIPAM particles of 2.16 Â 10 10 g mol À1 and the total charge of 2.4 Â 10 7 e (see Section 4.1), the line charge density is found to be equal to 0.36e nm À1 . This value is below the critical value e/l B of the line charge density where Manning-condensation sets in (where l B = 0.74 nm is the Bjerrum length). Ion condensation can therefore not explain the strong reduction of the diffusion coefficient.
We note that the role played by condensed ions in the dielectric response of highly charged, linear polyelectrolytes is still under debate (see ref. 64 , where simulations are presented and an overview of the current understanding is given). The very small value of the diffusion coefficient is therefore attributed to the high degree of association of protons to the polymer backbone, possibly similar to the hydrogen bonding as described in ref. 65 . Such a high degree of association has been suggested in ref. 55 and 61 to be responsible for the relatively small amount of ions that is released from within the microgel into the surrounding de-ionized water as compared to the total number of dissociable groups, that is, the titration charge. suggests that the low value for the diffusion coefficient is indeed due to the high degree of association of H + -ions to the PNIPAM network. The effective inner-screening length, that is, the inverse Debye length corresponding to the true ionic strength within the gel matrix, is equal to (see eqn (12)),
where,
is the concentration of dissociated ions, which determines the ionic strength. Since f + = 3.7 Â 10 À6 (this value is obtained from the ratio of the diffusion coefficient D + = 3.4 Â 10 À14 m 2 s À1 at infinite dilution as discussed in the beginning of this subsection, and the free diffusion coefficient 9.3 Â 10 À9 m 2 s À1 ), the effective inner-screening length is thus equal to 900 nm. For the present microgel particles suspended in water, the true Debye length within the gel matrix is not small as compared to the particle radius. This is very different from the microgel particles considered in ref. 66 , where NaOH is added to the suspension in order to dissociate the protons from the polymer backbone, which provokes swelling of the microgel. In that case the fraction of dissociated protons is close to unity, giving rise to an effective inner-screening length that is much smaller than the particle radius.
The variation of the characteristic frequency with concentration in Fig. 3a is due to particle shrinkage on increasing their concentration. Shrinkage decreases the bare inner-screening length, since it leads an increase of the concentration of the total number of dissociable protons c in , and thereby increases the characteristic frequency (see eqn (12) and (15)). The diffusion coefficient D + can also be a function of concentration due to the variation of the degree of association of H + -ions to the PNIPAM network upon particle shrinkage. In view of the above discussion, we thus write the diffusion coefficient as,
where f + is the fraction of dissociated ions, and D 0 + = 9.3 Â 10 À9 m 2 s À1 is the diffusion coefficient of a proton in water.
According to eqn (12) and (15) we have,
where Z tit = (2.4 AE 0.2) Â 10 7 is the number of titration charges.
From the data in Fig. 3a we can thus obtain the quantity f + /a g 3 as a function of the weight concentration, which is plotted in Fig. 5a . Fig. 5b shows the concentration dependent radius (the filled circles), assuming a constant fraction of dissociated ions, for which arguments will be given below.
The above discussed estimate of the fraction f + of dissociated protons at low concentrations shows that f + increases with increasing net charge. The estimate becomes inaccurate, however, for high volume fractions of microgel particles, since in case of strong double-layer overlap there is no region within the solvent anymore where the potential is zero, so that [H + ] out in the earlier consideration becomes ill-defined. That f + increases with increasing net charge is nevertheless expected to remain valid also for higher microgel particle concentrations. A higher concentration of dissociated mobile H + -ions within the microgel leads to an increased number of expelled ions, and hence to an increased net charge. Since the net charge increases with increasing concentration (see Section 5.1), f + is thus expected to increase with increasing concentration. A lower limit for the microgel particle radius can therefore be obtained from Fig. 5a by assuming that f + is constant, independent of concentration. The volume of a particle is thus seen from Fig. 5a to decrease by at most a factor of 3.5 from high dilution to 6 wt%. The corresponding volume fraction at this high concentration can be calculated from the connection between the number concentration c gel and the weight concentration of particles, as obtained from the molecular weight: c gel [microgel particles/m 3 ] = 2.71 Â
. It is thus found that the volume fraction is at least equal to 0.33 at 6 wt%. This seemingly low limiting volume fraction at high concentrations is either due to the longranged electrostatic forces with which surrounding particles act onto the covalently bounded negative charges on the backbone of each microgel particle, and/or the increased electro-osmotic pressure exerted by ions onto the microgel particle on increasing the concentration. The limiting volume fraction of 0.33 may seem small. However, the particles act as spheres with an effectively larger size due to the long-ranged electrostatic repulsive interactions, so that the corresponding ''effective volume fraction'' that accounts for the electrostatic interactions is quite high. The electrostatic forces keep the particles at distances significantly larger than the diameter of the microgel particles. This can be quantified by mapping the charged particles onto an equivalent hard-sphere system. A well-established method to map charged spheres onto an equivalent hard-sphere system is based on the Gibbs-Bogoliubov free energy variation 67 with the Verlet-Weiss corrected Percus-Yevick pair-correlation function for hard spheres 68, 69 as an input. Minimizing the Gibbs-Bogoliubov free energy expression with respect to the hard-sphere diameter leads to equivalent hard-sphere volume fractions as plotted with a dashed line in Fig. 5c , which is seen to asymptote to about 0.64. Other more crude estimates of the equivalent hardsphere volume fraction (for example based on an equivalent radius of a g + k À1 , or a diameter equal to the distance where the pair-potential energy equals the thermal energy k B T), give rise to similar large values for the volume fraction. When the equivalent hard-sphere volume fraction would have been as high as 0.70, say, this would imply an increase of f + by about 10%. The variation of f + with concentration is therefore weak as compared to that of the particle volume, which changes by a factor of 3.5. In the sequel we will therefore neglect the concentration dependence of f + , and set it equal to the value f + = 3.7 Â 10 À6 at high dilution. This gives rise to the concentration dependence of the radius as plotted in Fig. 5b .
The starred data points in Fig. 5b for the radius dependence on concentration refer to a weaker crossed-linked microgel system: 61 1.6 mol% instead of 5 mol%. As expected, the concentration dependence of the radius of these less cross-linked microgels is more pronounced. The ionic microgel particles with a cross-linking density of 0.36 mol% in ref. 70 with a hydrodynamic radius of 305 nm at infinite dilution shrink to 220 nm at a concentration of 2 wt%. The corresponding shrinkage lies in between that for the two microgels mentioned above, despite the much smaller cross-linking density. The Debye length outside these particles is much smaller due to the addition of NaOH, which leads to negligible electrostatic interactions, so that shrinkage is due to steric interactions and/or osmotic deswelling. For such much higher ionic strengths outside the particles, and thus a much smaller Debye length in the surrounding solvent, shrinkage due to inter-particle interactions only occurs at high volume fractions due to steric interactions, possibly in combination with variations in electro-osmotic pressure.
66,70-72 Thereisasyetnotheorythatdescribesthecombinedeffectsof inter-particle interactions, osmotic pressure, network elasticity, self-electric network energy, as well as the association/dissociation equilibrium of protons to the polymer backbone on the shrinkage of ionic microgel particles.
The degree of softness of microgel particles may be used to tune their size by adding, for example, relatively small linear polymers. Such a polymer-induced shrinkage has been observed for star-polymers in ref. 73 .
The amplitude of the slow mode is equal to (9/2)j gel ,a s predicted by the theory in Section 3.1 (see eqn (14) ), up to large concentrations of microgel particles. The volume fraction at very low microgel particle volume concentrations can be obtained from the size of 546 nm and the molecular weight of 2.16 Â 10 10 g mol À1 (see Section 4.1) in terms of the weight concen-
. The dashed blue line in Fig. 3b corresponds to this relation which neglects particle shrinkage on increasing concentration, while the solid blue line corresponds to the volume fraction that includes shrinkage according to the data in Fig. 5b . The experimental values for the amplitudes in Fig. 3b imply unrealistically high volume fractions beyond concentrations of about 2 wt%. Such seemingly unrealistic large volume fractions can only occur when there is severe particle interpenetration. This would, however, lead to a decrease of the polarization amplitude, which is not observed in Fig. 3b . The above found maximum volume fraction of 0.33 confirms that no interpenetration occurs. The reason for the discrepancy between the experimental and predicted amplitudes is as follows. As discussed in Section 2, Appendix A and in ref. 20 , the linearization of electro-kinetic equations fails for low frequencies in case there is a large effect of electrode polarization. As the effect of electrode polarization is very strong for the higher microgel particle concentrations (as can be seen from Fig. 2b) , the corresponding amplitudes of the slow mode are therefore unreliable. For the highest concentration, the low-frequency plateau develops at a frequency of about 1 kHz, where the contribution to the measured dielectric constant from electrode polarization is as large as 3900e 0 , for 2.89 wt% the corresponding contribution is 500e 0 ,andforc =1.44wt%about50e 0 . A reliable determination of the low-frequency plateau for larger microgel particle concentrations requires a non-linearized Poisson-Boltzmann approach, which has not been pursued yet, while quite accurate data are required to deal with the dominant and steeply rising electrode polarization contribution. The open symbols in Fig. 3b are used to indicate that these data points can not be reliably compared to the theory developed in this study. Note that, contrary to the plateau value, the characteristic frequency for the slow mode is reliable up to large particle concentrations, as the relaxation occurs at sufficiently high frequencies, where electrode polarization is much less pronounced. The large amplitude of the low-frequency mode is also found for polyelectrolyte brushes, which is likewise attributed to polarization due to charges inside the brush.
14 It is uncertain whether this high amplitude is also due to interference of electrode polarization. Contrary to the present ionic microgels, ion condensation on the polymer backbone is non-negligible for the polyelectrolyte brushes (about 65% of the mobile charges are estimated to be condensed), leading to a reduction of the ion mobility by a factor of approximately 1.5. Fig. 3c (the black tilted triangle at zero concentration indicates this value), and is very different from the characteristic frequencies for the two other modes. What is not included in eqn (16) is the concentration dependence due to overlap of electric double layers. Already at a concentration of 1 wt%, the effective volume fraction corresponding to an effective radius of a g + k À1 is about 0.3. This indicates that diffuse double layers already significantly overlap at that concentration. The cell model shows only a single relaxation mode which is well described by a Debye-Maxwell form. This single relaxation mode is due to concentration polarization, as discussed in Section 3.2. The solid blue lines in Fig. 3c and d for the characteristic frequency and amplitude, respectively, are based on the cell model described in Section 3.2. In view of the qualitative nature of the cell model for large concentrations, there is a reasonable agreement with the data for the middle mode. Note that the characteristic frequencies for the two other modes are more than an order of magnitude off from these theoretical predictions for double-layer polarization. The significant increase of the characteristic frequency with increasing concentration is most probably due to the strong overlap of double layers: the exchange of ions between double layers of neighbouring particles in order for polarization to relax requires diffusive displacements over relatively small distances. This is also the reason why the amplitude exhibits a maximum as a function of concentration, as polarization charges from overlapping double layers tend to cancel. The decrease of the amplitude with increasing concentration is due to overlap of double layers, and not due to a low value of the dielectric constant of the core material of the microgel particles, 49 since the microgel in the swollen state contains a large fraction of water.
We note that the a liquid-crystal phase transition occurs at about 4 wt%. For the two highest concentrations the system is therefore in a shear-molten crystalline state. This may have an effect on the polarization process of the double layers, while the two other modes are quite insensitive to structural ordering of surrounding particles.
The high-frequency mode: polarization of the polymer backbone
The relaxation process at high frequencies in the range I is attributed to dielectric polarization of the polymer backbone. The polarization process involves the polymer network itself, water molecules that are solvated to the polymer backbone, as well as ions that diffuse on small length scales in the vicinity of the network. The characteristic frequency for such polarization mechanisms are expected to be insensitive to the microgel particle concentration, which is indeed what is seen in Fig. 3e , contrary to the two slower modes. A similar relaxation process at such high frequencies (of about 3 Â 10 7 Hz) is observed for linear-chain PNIPAM in ref.
12. This mode is only observed in the swollen state, and is attributed to the polarization due to the orientation of water molecules which solvate the polymer backbone. 12 The high-frequency mode is in principle composed of several polarization mechanisms, as mentioned above. Since the amplitude of the high-frequency mode is quite small, it is not possible to distinguish within experimental error between the several relaxation modes that might contribute. Free-diffusive displacements of H + -ions over distances of the order of the mesh size (which is about 30 nm) corresponds to frequencies of the order 100 MHz. Even if the diffusion coefficient is a hundred times less than the free diffusion coefficient (due to interactions with the network) these processes will not contribute to the frequency range of mode II.
Conclusions
Dielectric spectroscopy measurements on PNIPAM-co-AA [poly-(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid)] microgel suspensions in de-ionized water are quantitatively interpreted on the basis of an improved theory for electrode polarization and a new model for the polarization of the ionic microgel particles. The microgel particles are 5% cross linked, and have a radius of 546 nm at infinite dilution.
The experimental spectra reveal four distinct contributions to the storage-permittivity: a generic contribution from electrode polarization, and three modes stemming from polarization of the microgel particles. These modes relax at well separated frequencies, which allows for the determination of the amplitudes and the characteristic frequencies of each of them.
A theory is developed for electrode polarization for arbitrary frequencies, and for the polarization of the microgel particles due to the mobile charges within the gel matrix. Both theories are based on the linearized standard electro-kinetic equations of motion for ion concentrations. A cell model is employed to account for the relaxation process of the (overlapping) electric double layers that surround the microgel particles.
A fit of the experimental dielectric spectra for various microgel particle concentrations to the theory for electrode polarization and three additional Debye-Maxwell relaxation functions quantifies the amplitudes and characteristic frequencies of all modes as functions of the concentration.
The Debye length is the only fit parameter for the electrode polarization contribution. The Debye length decreases with increasing microgel concentration due to the increased ionic strength resulting from the microgel counter ions. This information is used to extract the net charge of the microgel particles as a function of their concentration. It is found that the net charge is approximately constant (390 elementary charges) up to volume fractions of about 0.15, and then quite steeply increases (up to 12 000 elementary charges) as the volume fraction reaches its maximum value of 0.33. The shrinkage of a microgel particle is due to the long-ranged electrostatic forces of surrounding particles acting on its backbone charges.
The relaxation mode at low frequencies is due to polarization of the microgel particles resulting from mobile charges within the gel matrix. This polarization mechanism is affected by particle interactions only indirectly through particle-interaction induced shrinkage and electric fields generated by surrounding particles. The shrinkage of particles increases the concentration of mobile ions within the microgel particles, leading to changes in their polarization. From the newly developed theory and the experimental characteristic frequencies, the concentration dependent size of the particles is determined. The size decreases quasi-linearly from 546 nm to 350 nm at the highest volume fraction. The volume fraction asymptotes to approximately 0.33, which corresponds to an equivalent hard-sphere volume fraction of 0.64. The diffusion coefficient of H + -ions within the microgel is found to be orders of magnitude smaller than the diffusion coefficient of protons in water. This is attributed to the high degree of association of protons to the polymer backbone, which also explains the very small net charge as compared to the bare (titration) charge. The concentration dependence of the amplitude of this relaxation mode is in accordance with theory only for quite small concentrations. For large concentrations, the experimental amplitudes are larger than their theoretically predicted values. This is a consequence of the failure of the linearized theory for the description of the electrode polarization contribution, in combination with it's dominant contribution and sensitive dependence on frequency. The concentration dependence of the volume fraction could be directly extracted from the amplitudes when a non-linear theory for electrode polarization is available, and with quite accurate data for the low frequencies where the plateau polarization for this mode is reached. The absence of a drop of the amplitude with increasing concentration indicates that there is no exchange of mobile charges between particles, and hence that there is no inter-particle interpenetration. The mode at intermediate frequencies is due to double-layer polarization. The characteristic frequency at very low microgel particle concentration is in accord with the theoretical prediction corresponding to concentration polarization (some times also referred to as ''a-relaxation'' or ''volume diffusion''). The concentration dependence of the amplitude and characteristic frequency of this mode is due to particle shrinkage, the change in the Debye length, as well as a strong double-layer overlap. There is a semi-quantitative agreement of the concentration dependence of the characteristic frequency and amplitudes with a cell model, where the volume fraction and the Debye length as determined from the characteristic frequency of the slow mode and electrode polarization are used as an input.
The characteristic frequency of the fast mode, due to polarization of the polymer backbone, is essentially independent of concentration, as the backbone properties are hardly affected by microgel particle crowding. The characteristic frequency of this mode is of the same order as found in earlier studies on polymer-backbone polarization.
Dielectric spectroscopy is thus shown to be a valuable experimental tool to determine the net charge and radius of microgel particles as a function of their concentration, as well as the degree of association of protons to the polymer backbone. The quantitative evaluation of experimental dielectric spectra requires theories for electrode polarization and the polarization of microgels due to mobile charges within the gel matrix. Dielectric spectroscopy can possibly play a future role to systematically study the behaviour of several types of ionic microgel particles, also as a function of temperature, including more complicated microgels like microgel particles where multivalent ferricyanides bind to several monovalent polymer charges, thus producing an apparent secondary network, 74 and polyampholytic microgels. 75 The present experiments have been performed at low ionic strength. For high ionic strengths, electrode polarization dominates up to higher frequencies so that the characterization of polarization due to mobile charges within the microgel may not be feasible. When at higher ionic strengths electrode polarization masks the internal polarization mode, only two microgelparticle modes can be experimentally probed, which correspond to electric double layer polarization and polarization of the polymer network. At higher pH, however, where the association of protons to the polymer network is less pronounced, the mode due to polarization of charges within the microgel shifts to higher frequencies. In such cases one may still resolve the internal polarization mode also at higher ionic strengths. For increasing pH, however, the internal mode may start to overlap with the double layer polarization mode in a way that they might not be distinguished anymore.
There are two improvements of the theories developed in this paper that may expand their applicability also to other types of microgel particles. First of all there is a generic need for an electrode-polarization theory based on non-linearized electrokinetic equations. Secondly, the present theory is limited to quasi-homogeneous polymer networks. To extend the present theory to highly inhomogeneous microgel particles, the same electro-kinetic equations can be employed, which most probably can only be solved numerically.
Appendix A: solution of the electrokinetic equations for electrode polarization and the resulting apparent dielectric constant
The solution to the system (2)-(5) is conveniently formulated in complex quantities. Let r 0 and r 00 denote the in-phase and outphase components of the charge density r, that is, r(r,t)= r 0 (r7o)cos{ot}+r 00 (r|o)sin{ot} (the notation r 0 (r7o) is used to indicate that r 0 (r) is parametrically depending on the frequency). Defining the complex charge densityr = r 0 À ir 00 , it is easily seen that the real part ofr exp{iot} is equal to r 0 (r7o)cos{ot}+ r 00 (r|o)sin{ot}. Similarly introducing the complex potentialF, the system (2)-(5) is conveniently rewritten as,
where the complex-valued screening lengthk À1 is equal to,
Note that,k
with the dimensionless frequency L equal to,
Convenient relations in the evaluation of real and imaginary parts are,
Since the charge density is an odd function of z, the solution to the first equation of motion is,
where C 1 is an integration constant. Since the potential is also an odd function of z, it follows from the Poisson equation that,
with C 2 a second integration constant. The two boundary conditions in eqn (23) lead to,
where the amplitude E 0 is taken along the minus z-direction. The solutions to these equations are,
Introducing the dimensionless frequency,
which is much larger than L for kL c 1, we have,
provided that L { 1. Within the bulk of the solution, away from the double layers at the electrodes, the charge density is zero, so that it follows from eqn (25) and (26) that the electric field strength in the bulk of the solution is equal to,
The amplitude of the applied field within the bulk of the suspension is thus equal to,
For large O we have E bulk = E 0 , so that no electrode polarization occurs, while for O -0 it is found that E bulk = 0, so that the double layers at the electrodes completely screen the imposed field. Note that the bulk field strength is essentially equal to the applied field strength for O E 10, which justifies the leading order expansion with respect to L = O/kL { 1. Eqn (27) for the attenuation of the bulk field strength due to electrode polarization has been tested experimentally in ref. 76 , where field-induced phase transitions have been probed as a function of the separation between the electrodes. Due to the large contribution of electrode polarization to the dielectric constant, electrode polarization contributes up to much larger frequencies in dielectric experiments, such that L is not necessarily small.
The derivation of the relation of the above calculated charge density to the apparent dielectric constant needs some basic considerations on what is actually measured in a dielectric spectroscopy experiment. The suspension can be represented as an electric circuit of a capacitor in parallel with a resistor. 46 The capacitor incorporates dielectric polarization at the electrodes, while the resistance accounts for the conductivity of the suspension. An oscillating voltage V = V 0 cos{ot} with frequency o is applied and the phase lag and amplitude of the resulting current is measured.
First consider the current j R through the Ohmic resistance, which is equal to j R = Z À1 V 0 cos{ot}, with Z = R the Ohmic resistance. Since for a parallel plate geometry the Ohmic resistance is proportional to the length L of the sample cell and inversely proportional to the area A of the electrodes, the specific conductance s that is independent of the sample-cell geometry can be defined as Z À1 = sA/L, and hence j R =( A/L)sV 0 cos{ot}. This is most conveniently written in complex notation as follows. Define Ṽ = V 0 exp{iot}. The applied potential is the real part of this complex-valued potential.
Introducing the complex conductivitys = s 0 À is 00 ,t h er e a lp a r to f the complex-valued current j R =( A/L)sṼ is easily shown to be equal to (A/L)[s 0 cos{ot}+s 00 sin{ot}]V 0 ,s ot h a ts 0 relates to the in-phase part of the current, and s 00 to the out-phase part. We thus write for the current through the resistor,
Next consider the current j C that passes through the capacitor. Since the potential difference between the two parallel plates that constitute the capacitor is fixed, as it is applied by external means, the total charge on each of the plates at each instant of time is also fixed. The total charge is equal to the externally applied charge Q ext on a given plate plus the charge Q pol due to polarization of the sample. Let Q 0 denote the charge that corresponds to the given external potential when there is no polarization charge, that is, when there is vacuum between the two plates. To keep the potential fixed when polarization occurs, the externally applied charge must be enhanced by an amount equal to minus the polarization charge. Hence,
Since the electric field strength E between the two plates with an externally applied surface charge density s ext is equal to E = s ext /e by definition, we have,
with e 0 the dielectric constant for vacuum. The polarization charge is by definition related to the dielectric response functions as,
with e 0 and e 00 the storage-and loss-permittivity of the material between the two plates, respectively. In the complex-number notation discussed above, it follows from eqn (28) and (29) that, Q ext =( A/L)ẽṼ, whereẽ = e 0 À ie 00 . The complex-valued current through the capacitor branch is thus equal to j C =d Q ext /dt, and hence,
The total current is the sum of j R and j C ,
where the so-called intrinsic impedance Z is equal to,
This well-known result shows that the experimentally determined loss-and storage-permittivities are affected by the conductivity, e exp 0 = e 0 À s 00 /o, e exp 00 = e 00 + s 0 /o, where the subscript ''exp'' stands for ''experimental''. There are two polarization mechanisms that need to be subtracted from the measured total dielectric constant in order to obtain the polarization contribution due to the microgel particles. First there is an in-phase contribution to the dielectric constant as a result of polarization of the pure solvent, and secondly there is an apparent polarization due to the accumulation of ions near the electrode. These two contributions comprise the dielectric response of a salt solution. The total polarization charge in eqn (30) for a salt solution can thus be written as a sum of the apparent contribution Q ep from electrode polarization and the contribution Q s from the pure solvent, 
with e ep 0 and e ep 00 the apparent contributions to the dielectric constant due to electrode polarization.
The electrode polarization contribution can now be obtained from eqn (31) through the evaluation of the polarization charge due to the accumulation of ions near the electrodes.
According to eqn (24) and (26), the electrode-polarization charge is equal to (where ''<'' stands for ''the real part of''), 
Using that V 0 = ÀE 0 L, and assuming that kL c 1, the expressions in eqn (6) are thus obtained by an explicit evaluation of the real part in eqn (32) .
Appendix B: solution of the electro-kinetic eqn (11)-(13) for microgel particle polarization
The solution of the electro-kinetic eqn (11)-(13) for the microgel particle polarization due to the mobile ions inside the microgel matrix are again formulated in terms of complex quantities, as explained in Appendix A. 
where qV gel is the spherical surface of the microgel particle. Furthermore, the amplitude E 0 of the external field is a real quantity, while the complex bare inner-screening lengthk À1 is equal to,k
The solution of the first differential equation in eqn (33) that is finite at the origin reads,
where Y is the angle with the direction of the external field, and a is an integration constant, that is to be determined from the no-flux boundary condition. To implement the boundary conditions, we have to calculate the potential C from the Poisson equation (the middle equation in eqn (33) 56, 33, 12 .0, and 6.0 nm, respectively, which are in good agreement with those obtained from the fits. For the frequencies under consideration (less than 10 7 Hz), the out-phase conductivity is zero, while the in-phase conductivity is constant, being equal to its zero-frequency limit. According to eqn (17) there is thus a contribution to the experimentally determined loss-permittivity that varies inversely proportional to the frequency, and increases linearly with the salt concentration (for the low salt concentrations considered here). The same dependencies are also exhibited by the contribution from electrode polarization, as long as O 4 10. For such frequencies it follows from eqn (9) that e ep 00 /e 0 =( e s /e 0 )Dk 2 /o, while k 2 is
proportional to the salt concentration. Both the apparent dielectric response due to electrode polarization as well as the conductivity contribution to the measured loss-permittivity thus exhibit the same frequency and salt-concentration dependence. These two contributions are therefore difficult to separate. The measured loss-permittivity is plotted in Fig. 6b on a double logarithmic scale for various salt concentrations, with the same color codes as in Fig. 6a . There is indeed a Bo À1 dependence. The contribution from conductivity and from electrode polarization are of the same order (the former can be estimated from the specific ion-conductivities, which are 5. Fig. 6a and b) , and dominate the measured losspermittivity of microgel suspensions. The loss-permittivity must therefore be obtained from the loss-permittivity through the Kramers-Kronig relations, as has been done, for example, in ref. 9.
